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ABSTRACT
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terms of two Boae currents, A deformation scheme connecting various W-infinity algebras
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1 Introduction
Tbe integrabÜity properties of two^iiinensiooal canfòrmalry invariant model» can be stud-
ied in terms of extended conformai algebra* [l]. Tbeae WH algebras are generated by
the finite dimensional higher spin objects. They can be realised in terns of tbe second
Gettand-Diekey fíamílUmian structure of KdV bierarcbies [2) (see abo (3j). The nonlinear
structure of W/t disappears under the targe N fimtt giving rise to the are» preserving difleo-
morpbisms of 2-mantfr4d generating the so-called wm algebra. (4). A richer linear structure
appear* under gcnerafaation of KdV to KP hierarchy with tbe first Gelfand-Dickey bracket
|5). Bjthk procedure OMobOms an infinite dimeoskiod Tbisalgebrm
appeared in Hifftieut settings in the literature, various isomorphic examples can be found
e.g. in [7], [8], [9] and [10]. The importance of KP hierarchy has increased recently due to
its connection to 24-grwity coupled to natter (11).

In this paper we emphasise the Algebraic structure of the KP hierarchy, in terms of
two Bose currents. We show thai such currents provide an unified framework lor realizing
several algebraic structure* appearing in KP hierarchy, WZNW models, Tbda theories,
one-matrix models and other theories possessing W-infinity algebras. We start with Wi+1Kt

and its truncations (by removing lower spin generators) all described by family of linear
Watanabe-like [5] structures connrrVri with the linear parts of Gelfand-Dickey brackets
within tbe KP hierarchy. These are determined by

flu. <«<*), A) s ( \ ) ( )
*** * " (1.1)

Tbe constant A is a deformation parameter responsible for extending wM -» Wm. The
index r denotes the level of truncation of tbe underlying Wi+<Kt.

Next we turn to the nonlinear extension of Wm algebra denoted by WM [12,13]. Within
the KP hierarchy it arises from the second Gelfand-Dickey bracket and can be governed
by an extra deformation parameter e. We can summarize tbe deformation* involved in our
construction in the following simple way: - . ' -

' In [14] tbe first deformation in (1.2) was performed by changing the basis from mooonu-
sis in the current J to h dependent Faá di Bruno polynomials [15] in J and its derivatives.
Within a KP hierarchy A appears as one of tbe central elements of tbe second Gelfand-
Dickey bracket. There are two ways of generating the nonliiwtf structure io Wm. One is
connected with the central *&*m*nt in the second Gelfand-Dickey bracket. Alternatively
one can create it by change of basis, while still working with tbe first bracket.

The paper if organised as follows. The basics of KP formalism and the Gelfand-
Dickey brackets are given in Section 2.

Section 3 provides a detailed discussion of our method to realize KP-ltke algebras in
terms of two currents ( / , J). Here we make aa extensive use of our basis given in terms
of Faá di Bruno polynomials. We £ad a way of producing a family of Watanabe like
forms representing the different level of truncation of tbe original algebra. We classify this



structure as generated by rows and columns of the matrix made of Faadi Bruno like objects
within first KP hierarchy bracket. Next we go to the second Gelfand-Dkkey bracket, which
introduces ae type deformation as in of (1.2). We prow the equivalence of Drinfdd-SokDiov
bracket with the nonlinfar part of Geuand-Dkkey second bracket for oar basis. In this
way we obtain an agreement with Lenard relations for our formalism. An alternative way
of producing oooborar structure in terms of the first bracket is also dkussed.

We also study multi-Hamihonian structures directly in terms of ( / , / ) currents. We
find a closed formal* for the higher Ramfltonian brackets and for the case c = 0 relate it
to higher Watanabe forms in (11).

Applications of oar method sxe given in section 4. We make connection to WZNW
models, conformai l i n e Toda model [16,17,18] and specific construction of KP hierarchy
related to Toda lattice chain [19].

The properties of Faa di Bruno polynomials and some related tArtinWl identities are
given in the Appendices.

1.1 Notation
Throughout this paper we adopt the following notation:

(1-3)

D = d/dx acts on all the terms appearing to the right as a derivative operator by the
Leibniz rule. (A), denotes projection on the negative powert of D contained in the operator
A, while (A)+ denotes projection on the positive and zero powers of D. We define res(>l)
as a projection on the coefficient of D'1 in A, Furthermore the KP flow parameters
are denoted by t in the multkomponent notation i * (t t ,r3 , . . .) . Also, ftj£i, («(*)) =
ilJJ, (u(x), h = 1). In this paper we use h « 1 unless stated otherwise.

2 KP Preliminaries
Consider the Lax operator: . k .

and the flows of KP hierarchy . ;'

r » l f 2 f . . . (2.2)

The KP flow equation (2.2) admits a Hamiltonian structure meaning that we can rewrite
(2.2) for components of L as

^ (2.3)



where the RamiKonians foe the KP hierarchy are Ht * } / r e s ! r and { v ) u denote fim
and aeoood Potsson bracket structure. Tboe higher bracket structures are compatible
with Lenard relation* {it,, Hm)r *= («i, tfM-i}r+i- Let as introduce two relevant btjackrt
structures proposed by Gelfand and Dickey [3]. Define X - YZte &*i ***<* the pairing

/res(Ut) = /f>*x* (2.4)

The GeHand Dkkey first and second bracket structures are defined as

(2 5)

) (26)

hi components the above expression for the first bracket (2.5) becomes

tâJ « OS? W*)) *(* - 1) (2.7)

where we hare introduced the Watanabe Hamütonian structure ftJ^L l^]- Tbe general-
ixattoos of (2-8) given by !*££, with r > 0 will reproduce the linear part of several higher
brackets. Note, that one obtains fí££, from ftj^ by a simple shifting m -» vi » u/^,, mean-
ing that if u«'a satisfy (2.7) then we wffl obtain {u^*) , i«(y))fD = ÍÍÜ, (ii(x)) i ( i - y).
We will summarize this relation in the following way

Ú, -« ( + , ; flu («(x)) = nSU*, («(x)) (2.9)

The first GeHand-Dickey bracket stmcture is isomorphk to the Wi**, algebra [8,6]. The
existence of higher structures Oĵ L *• therefore related to truncation of original WiHH> by
removing lower spin generators. • ?- ' -7 ^ * :

Higher Watanabe structures íí£Í, hate a nice geometric realization in terms of functions
* on a cybne'er S ' x R with a lie algebra structure given by [9] ^

f 1

which is a commutator [/,§)* f og —go f with respect to tbe product of symbols:

*>«
Tbe conoectioo becomes transparent by noticing that the mapping [14] W£ «-» e^'y1*4'
where W»(x) « T^H^e*^ is an isomorphism between generalizations of (2.7) with tt^
(.ealiiations of such structures will be given below) and the algebra of e**y*4r under the
bracket (2.10).



For the second bracket one obtains from (2.6) by direct calculation (see for instance
[20]):

(*)) *(* - v) + {«.(*)," . (y)}? D l«^^ (212)

with the nonlinear part given by

i=O *=O

- E f"Z (m ~!' 1)ul(x)Dium+,_,.k.I(x)
d)l bl \ * /

*PÍ«-4-i(x)]í(i-») (2.13)

So far we had only defined Gelfand-Dickey bracket structures without imposing that they
reproduce the Hamiltonian structure corresponding to KP hierarchy flow equation (2.2).
Taking this into account one realizes [20,12] that a further structure is required. Following
[21] we will call this structure a Drinfeld-Sokolov (DS) bracket [22] and define it as

{(L\X),(L\Y)}DS = jdxdy{Jdx'tt*\L%X?)t**[L,Y\ (2.14)

{«.(*), um{y)}DS = -

One notices from (2.15) that the DS bracket satisfies properties of derivation. Following
Drinfeld-Sokolov [22»21] we call two Poisson brackets coordinated if any linear combination
of them is the bracket itself (i.e. is antisymmetric and satisfies Jacobi identity). I . fact
DS bracket is coordinated with both fi(0) and i)(1) linear bracket structures. The second
Hamiltonian structure compatible with Lenard relations is given by [20]:

K ( x ) , um(y)}2 = {um(x), My)}?* + {«.(*), My)}D S (2.16)

3 A Bose Construction of KP Hierarchy and Faá di
Bruno Polynomials

In this section we will construct KP hierarchy in terms of a pair of Bose fields J and / .
Based on our earlier work in [14] we propose the Lax components Wn as:

W . ( * ) s ( - l ) « j ( z ) *(./(*)) (3.1)

given in term* of Faá di Bruno polynomials:

; * ' = J (32)



We associate to (3.1) the Lax operator given by:

1 = 0 + J~-j = D + £ WmD-1* (3.3)

From the definition (3.2) we find a recurrence relation

dP. = /VH - JP* (3.4)

which could be used to calculate lowest order polynomials. Several other useful properties
of Faá di Bruno polynomials are hated in Appendix A.

3.1 First KP Hierarchy Structure
In this subsection J and J are considered as canonical variables with commutation relation

- y ) (35)
{/(*) ,%)}, = {;(i) , ;(y)},=0

which leads to
{ / } - y)exp (±^(y)) (3.6)

The advantage of using the exponential representation (32) is that it makes relatively easy
to calculate brackets between generators Wm = (-l)nJ

r {S(x - y)8Çt™)

f "1 JixyWaÇ**-'*™ d^6{x - y) (3.7)

One easily recognizes in (3.7) the first Gel/and-Dickey structure written in the Watanabe
form: ,̂.

{W.(*), Wm(y)}x = ft2> (W(x)) i(x - y) (3.8)

We nov- define a family of related generators

; n , t = 0,1,2, . . . (3.9)

Note, that W^ = Wm. We now estabUsh, with help of (3.4), the following recursive
relation:

WO1*" =-W& -dWlk) ; n,Jt = 0,1,2,. . . (3.10)



The above relation allows the transparent interpretation in terms of the infinite matrix

(311)
w}0)

\ : : : /

In such matrix notation the recurrence relation (3.10) reads as

ÕW = - J+VV - W/_

where we used the infinite raising and lowering matrices

(312)

J_ =

' 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

0
0

' 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

. . . \

(3.13)

Note that the top row of W matrix (3.11) consisting of elements

W^' = (-l)k(D-J)kJ ; 4 = 0,1,2,...

is generated by its own Lax operator

i = p + i ; = D +

(3.14)

(3 15)

It is natural to introduce in this setting the concept of adjoint operation, which maps
the matrix (3.11) into its transposed (with rows and columns interchanged). In operator
language we notice from (3.9) and definition (3.2) tht ' adjoint operation is defini by
swapping eacii D + J to the right of J with D - J to the left of j and vice versa. This
concept will be useful when we discuss below the algebra involving all generators defined
in (3.9).

We now shew that the generators defined in (3.9) satisfy the closed algebra and we find
its form. In order to do that we introduce the quantities

ug.it) ^ (- (3.16)

(3.17)
**o

In the appendix (B) we show that, these quantities satisfy the following identities

-y)

-y)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

6



The bracket (3.8) between tLe generators Wn(x) = H ^ x ) can then be written as

{W?\x), WP{y)\ = ~[W2L(X) - VSÜJLxMx - y) (3.22)

The bracket between any two generators Wjf*(x) can be obtained recursively from (3.22)
by using the identities (3.18)^(3.21) and the relation (310). For instance, using (3.10),
(3.18) and (3.19) ooe gets

Analogously, using (3.10), (3.20) and (3.21) ooe finds

VSL(*))*(* " V) (3-23)

By repeating the above steps we arrive at the general expression

) j,) (3.24)

completing the proof of the closure of the algebra.
Notice that the generators Wys belonging to the same column of the matrix (3.11), i.e.

r = i, constitute a dosed subalgebra. In fact it is isomorphic to a truncated Watanabe
type algebra via (2.9).

{Wl*\x), Hi»(y)}j = (-l)rflSL(^r)M(x - y) (325)

for n,m = 0 , 1 , —
The generators appearing oo a given row of the matrix (3.11) also constitute a closed

subalgebra. In appendix (C) we show that

}, ( ~ Vr+'^x - y) (3.26)

where we have defined

è * f ^ Í - * > ( x ) D ; (3.27)

4)(x) (3.28)

The «ubalgebra (3.26) is also a truncated Watanabe »ype algebra:

{HÍ"W, Wl'Kv)}, = -(-l)"ftí5(W'.)í(z - y) (3.20)

for r,5 = 0 , 1 , —



3.2 Second KP Hierarchy Structure
In this subsection we will show how to generate the second bracket structure from the
representation given by (3.1). This time the algebra of J and j will be defined to be

{í(z),J(y)h -- J(
{J(X),J(y)h = 2J(x)6\x - y) + J\x)S(x - y) (330)

where constais h and c can be interpreted as independent deformation parameters, see
next subsection for details. Here we take h = 1. Recalling from (3.1) that Wa — j r

Wx = -JJ and W7 = J(J' + J2) one can easily check that (3.30) is a unique structure for
[J,J) leading to (2.16) for three lowest brackets with c = 2. From (3 30) we derive

{/(i) , «p(±<Ky))}3 = T^(x - yja€3cp(±0(y)) ± ó'(x - y}«p(±^(y)) (331)

repealing similar calculation as m (3.7) we get for the linear part of {-,-}2 the expected
result {H^(x), W^y^jiü^ = ̂ {^V(x))6(x-y). To calculate the nonlinear part of the
bracket we will use the expooentional representation of Faá di Bruno polynomials given in
(3.2). We first observe that

= -«('-y) ; *\x) = j{x) (3.32)

from which the direct calculation yields

, P m ( y ) } 2 f ( ) f )

(=0 \ ' /
()

+ Pw(z)Pm(y)|e(x-y) (3 33)

where we wrcte for brevity Pn(J(x)) = P«(*)- An important joint is that the pure
c(k — y) terras cancel out leaving only delta functions and their deri /atives in the following
expression:

{Pm{x), P,(y)}rIiD"r = ̂ [Êf:(-iy(")(p)p.-i(x)P-,(y)aí+'- |]í(*-.y) (334)

We obtain therefore the total second bracket for the generators in (3.1) as the sum of linear
and nonlinear terms (after a change of variables n — / = i, m — p = j in (3.34)):

{H'.(i), Wm(y))2 = ft(Ji (W'(x)) 6{x - y) (3.35)

E E H r (•) (^'.W""'^'^^)]^ - y)
L i=0 }-0

8



for n,rn > 0.
This result appears at first to be surprising since we recognize in (3.35) only the DS

structure from (2.15) multiplied by c while the nonlinear part of the second Gelfund-
Dickey bracket from (2.12) appears to be missing. This rises the question whether agree-
ment with second Hamiltonian structure of (2.16) encountered above at the lowest levels
holds at the higher level for our basis (3.1). The following proposition shows that this is
indeed the case.
Proposition. The following identity:

} Wm(y)}C
2
GD

nonlinear
(3.3G)

involving the nonlinear part of the second Gelfand-Dickey bracket (2.13) and the DS struc-
ture (2.15) is valid for the generators Wn(x) = (-1)" J(x) Pn(J(x)).

Let us first recall from (2.12) and (2.15) that identity (3.36) reads in components:

- y )

with all WJs taken at i . We will prove this identity by induction. First, note that boch
sides of (3.37) are zero for n = 0 and arbitrary m. A short calculation shows that they are
also equal for n = 1 and arbitrary m;

W ( * ) , ^ « M ^ L ^ = W ( * ) , w,»(y)}D5 = Ç H^0(x)Z)JHym.í(x)ó(x - s,)
(3.38)

NofeTnow that since one can factorize out J(x) and J(y) on both sides of (337) and (3.38)
we can substitute there Wj by ( — I)1 Pi. Hence the proof requires showing that

5 (3.39)

We make an induction assumption that (3.39) holds for some fixed n and arbitrary rn. Let
us now show that this identity is also true for n -V 1 with arbitrary m Recall from (3.4)
that P»+i = -dPn + P\Pn. The rest of the p'-oof follows now easily from (3.38), induction
assumption (3.39) and the derivation propcity of both brackets.

As a consequence of the above proposition we are able to revrite relation (3.35) for
c = 2 as

where on the right hand side of (3-40) we had split nonlinear part of (3.35) equally between



3.3 Nonlinear Structure from the First Bracket
In this subsection we present a special realization of (1.2) in terms of the first bracket
structure (3.5) by changing the basis.

Our initial basis is
wn = {-l)nJr (3.41]

for n = 0,1,2... , which generates the area preserving diffeomorphism algebra u>i+0O:

{wn(x), u)m(y)}, = (nwm+n.l(x)Dx + mDxwm+n_,(x)) 6(x ~ y) (3.42)

In order to introduce a deformation parameter h we replace J by J 72 (hd — J)J. It
satisfies

{J(*). J{y)}x = 2J(x)6\x - y) + j'(x)6(x - y) (3.43)

We also have

{J(x), J(y)}l = J(x)i'(x - y) - W(x - y) (3.44j

We then see we have generated (3.30; with c — 0 out of (3.5) by changing the ba^is. In
the basis (J, J) we define

Vn = (-I)11 JP n ( J) (3.45)

satisfying W^ algebra with the VVatanabe structure ^]n(V).
In order to introduce the c ̂  0 into tho algebra let us now define J = J - | J satisfying

(J(x), JiyJl^c^-y) (3.46)

Further we obtain

{J(x), J(y)} i = J(x)ó'(x - y) - fc*"(x - y) (3.47)

In the basis (J,J) we now can define generators of the W^ algebra

Vn(x) = (-1)* j P . ( J ) (3.48)

Comparing with analysis of section 3.2 we imuiediately conclude that Vn satisfies the second
Hamiltonian structure (3.40).

In reference [13] there exists proposal similar in spirit to the above discussion. Despite
the technical differences we show in detail how to incorporate it in our framework Start
by defining

t = 0

({dt*)e+) = (- l^Jí-V (j**) (3.49)

where we have introduced the current J satisfying {/(i), J(y)} = i'(x - y) with remaining
brackets being zero. Also 0 satisfies <$>' = J and 41 — 4> + 0- The expression (3.4 )) can alio
be rewritten as

\Vn = {-l)nJe-*Dne*J = {-!)" J(D + j + jf J (3.50)

10



Accordingly the Lax representation becomes:

+ J + J
J = (3.51)

n=0

To calculate the algebra satisfied by Wn it is useful to introduce a vertex function rep-
resentation. We recall first that from equations (A.4) and (A.5) fium Appendix A we
have

^ ' ^ ^ ( i + j ) ^ (3.52)

where we have introduced for brevity a notation A(4*(x) — $(x + t) — ̂ (x). In this notation
we can write:

J(x)J(x + i)c
A<*<*> = V( - l ) "W n (x )^ (3.53)

Hence we will be interested in calculating brackets using the generating functions from
(3.53). The relevant bracket is calculated in Appendix (D) and is giv<.-n by:

{Wn(x), Wm(y)} = 6(x - y) (3 54)

As before the result of direct calculation of brackets resulted only in DS structure as a
nonlinear part. We will now show that also in this ca.se there is an equivalence with the
Gelfand-Dickey second bracket. The proof is simplified by writing the generators Wn as

J (3.55)

with RQ — J and Rt = —J' — (J -f J )J. Since we can always faciorize J(x)J(y) out in the
bracket (3.54) we will really be interested in proving

(3.5G)

where the detailed expressions for the left and right hand side are given in (2.13) and
(2.15). One verifies easily that

GD DS
- 0

and
KM) DS{R{(x), Rm(y)}CD

Since RQ = J and Rx = —R^ — R% — JRQ we obtain

= {(j + J)(x),Rm(y)}DSCD

This last relation makes now possible for us to use the recurrence relation Rn+\
(J + J)Rn to complete the induction proof.

(3.57)

(3.5S)

(3.59)

—R'n -

11



3.4 KP Multi-Hamiltonian Structure in Terms of Currents JyJ

The results of subsections (3.1) and (3.2) suggest the possibility of transfenng the KP flow
equation (2.2) to its Hamiltonian form solely in terms of Bose currents (J, J) instead of
the Lax components uw's. Similar idea appeared in [23] in the setting of formalism given
in [13].

In terms of the currents the equation (23) du,fdtr = {u,, Hr+2-k}k for k = 1,2 reads
as:

f£ = {J.Hrh-^iJ.Hr+ih (3.60)

which rewritten in a "spinor" form becomes

where Pj j are Hamiltcriian structures for the (J,J) KP hierarchy written in the matrix
form. la tern.s of F, we can express the t-th bracket as

f 4 D1 (SA SA\ _ Í6B/6A

Equation (3.61) expresses compatibility relation between the first and second Hamiltonian
structures. We can put it in the form of reccurence relation:

P i { ) ,

for any i such that 1 < i < r + 1. Recalling that for the general Hamiltonian matrix
structure P,, we have

(SJ/6t,\ (

)°F

we find the following relation between Hamiltonian matrix structures

P . = Pi ( ( P i ) - 1 P 2 ) t ~ i = P . - i ( P i ) ~ l P i i > l (3.65)

P. = ft

Hence among the nvilti-Hamiltonian structures only Px and Pt are independent. All other
matrices P, , i = 3,4,. . . are related through (3.65) to P, an.! P3. From (3.5) and (3.30)
we find directly

P, = ( _° "d \ , P3 = ( f °2 +dJ ) (3.66)

12



In particulij, for t = 3 we find P3 — P^P^Pj, which gives explicitly

(3.C7

0 d(d+jf \

The higher brackets will however contain nonlocal expressions in their c-dependent parts.
The simplicity of Pi\c=o ia maintained at the level of higher HainiUonian structures. In
fact we have:

This statement is easily proven by induction. We find from (3.05) that Pn+i|c-o =
(Pn\c=o)PCl(Pilc^o)- Inserting the induction assumption (3 -8) intu this la^t equation
we complete the proof after a short calculation. Hence for c = U the corresponding (J,J)
algebra would take the following simple form for the n-th Hamiltonian structure (n > 1):

a + j(i)r'iv-y) (3

{J(x), J (y )} .U = ( - i r ( j { i ) ( 0 + Ax))""1 - (-d + J(x)rl /(x))d(x - y)

It is interesting to note that the form of the bracket {•, Jn'^o in (3.C9) can be reproduced
by the lower bracket with modified basis. This construction goes aa follows. Let J —+
(~d + J)J = W'^. Then we find

< l ) _ 1 | c = 0 = _ (_ i )» ( - a + J (x) ) B - l i ' (x -y) (3.70)

Hence the form of the bracket was preserved under simultajieoua change of basis and lower-
ing the index of the bracket. Continuing this process till we reach the first bracket structure
we arrive at { W ^ - ^ x ) , W^iy)}, known from (3.25). Hence {\Vn(z),Wm(y)}r\^0 will
have the same functional form as ( - l ) r {W^'"''(x), ^^" ' ' ( y )} ! - From liere we find, recall-
ing equation (3.25), that the algebra of Wn = (-l)nJPm(J) according to the r-th order
Poisson structure is given by

{W.CO , ÍVm(y)}rUo = "Í™11 (W'(x)) 6(x - y (3.71)

In the light of above result we observe that the algebra of columns (or rows) of the matrix
(3.ill is isoraorpluc to the higher undeformed algebras in (3.71). One also concludes that
c plavs a role of a deformation parameter responsible for deformation of the linear W^
algebra to W^ algebra.

13



We can use the two bracket structures to construct a Lax equation as discussed in ref.
[24]. Denoting J1 = J and J2 = J, we define the 2 x 2 matrices

s; =

From the compatibility condition (3.61) and the fact that PT are symplectic fornu;, and
therefore closed, one gets that S and U constitute a Lax pair [24]

~f- = [S,UT] (3.73)

From (3.72) and (3.66) one easily gets

and for r = 1, 7i\ =• J and H^ — —JJ

Ul = í o I ) (3 75)

Using these matrices one concludes that (3.73) is compatible with the equations of motion

dJ , dJ -
T— — J , ^— = J (3JO)

One can use (3.73) to construct conserved quantities as Tr.iT1 where Tr is some invariant
trace form for these operators.

4 Applications

4.1 WZNW Type Models
Thie ordinary WZNW model associated to a Lie group G possesses two commuting chiral
copies of the current algebra:

{J a ( j ) , J(,(y)} = Ji^c{
x)Kx - !/) + Ayaày(i - y) (4.1)

where f^ are the structure constants of the Lie algebra Q of G, and g^t, is the Killing form
of Q. The two chiral components of the energy momentum tensor are of the Sugawara
form

fja{x)J>{x) (4.2)

14



where gmk is the inverse of the Killing form. Such tensor satisfies the Virasoro algebra, with
vanishing central term

{T(x) , T(y)} = 2T(x)6\x - y) + T(x)6(x - y) (4.3)

The currents axe spin one primary fields

{T(x), Jt(y)} = J.(x)6'(x - y) (4.4)

Suppose now one has a self-commuting current J, {J(x), J{y)} — 0. For the non compact
WZNW model this current can be, for instance, the one associated to a step operator J(Eil)
for any root a of G. One then sees that the system (T,J) generates an algebra isomorphie
to (3.30) with h = c = 0, where T corresponds to J and J to J. One can construct out
of them the quantities u/n(x) = T(x)J'x~1 satisfying the area preserving diffcomorphibiu
algebra, which correspond to (3.35) for h = c = 0, i.e.

{wn(x), wjy)} = (n + m - 2)wn+m.7(x)6'(x - y) + (m - 1) (uV+m_:{x))'d(x - y)
(4.5)

By taking now a U(\) subalgebra of (4 1)

one sees that the (T,J) system now generates an algebra which is isomorphic to (3.30)
for h — 0 and c = kgj. The qualities wn introduced above vail then generate a c-
deformed (nonlinear) area preserving diffeomorphism aJgebra, which correspomls to (3.35)
with h = 0, i.e.

{wn(x), wm(y)} = (« + m-2)u-n+rn_3(x)<5'(x-y) + (m - 1) (u.r.+ m_2(i))'6(i - y j

- kgj(n-2){m-2)wn.l{x)ô,(wm_l(i)6(i-y)) (4.7)

Another realization of the algebraic structure discussed in section 2 is found within the
context of the two-loop Kac-Moody algebra introduced in [17] and further studied id [2C\

rnJ:(y)6(x-y)

[JC(x)tJ
D(y)) = kd,6{*-v)

= 0 (4.8)

The currents Jc and JD satisfy the same algebra as (3.5). Therefore the two-loop WZNW
model possesses the algebraic structure discussed in subsection (31). In addition its Sug-
awara tensor together with suitably chosen spin one currents generate the symmetries
discussed above for the case of ordinary WZNW models. In particular when the spin one
current is Jc the symmetries are those discussed in [14].

Unlike the ordinary WZNW model its two-loop version possesses the algebra (3.30) with
h £ 0. This is realized as follows. The Sagawara tensor can be modified, in ordinary or
two-loop WZNW, by adding a derivative of a spin one current in the Cartan subalgebra.

15
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= - ( £

The effect of this is to change the conformai spin of the currents and to add, for some
currents, a 6" term on the r.h.s. of (4.4) (producing therefore h ji 0), and also to add an
anomaly term Sm on the r.h.s. of (4.3). This last anomaly is unwanted because it spoils
the algebraic stricture we are interested in. In the case of the two-loop WZNW model
such anomaly can be avoided by choosing the current modifying the Sugawara tensor to
be orthogonal to itself under the Killing form. Such current can either be Jc or JD. For
the ordinary WZNW associated to a simple Lie group there is no such current since the
Killing form restricted to the Cartan subalgebra is an Euclidean metric.

SummAfmng, by modifying the Sugawara tensor of the two-loop WZNW model

*•»/;(*)/;•(*) + 2JD(x)Jc{x)) (4.9)

as
C(x) = r31oop(r) + adxj(x) (4.10)

where j can either be Jc or JD but not a linear combination of them. The relation (4.4)
for the current K{x) = -yc J

D + 1DJC will then be

{£(*), K{y)} = K{x)6'(x - y) + h}S'\x - y) (4.11)

where hjcjo = kafc.D- The relation (4.3) will not be modified since j is orthogonal to
itself, i.e.

{£(*), £(y)} = 2£{x)6'(x - y) + C'(x)6(x - y) (4.12)

we also have
{A'(x), K(y)} = k{lc + 1D)S'(X - y) (4.13)

Notice that £ and K satisfies the algebra (3.30) witi. h = h3 and c = k (-)c + ID)-

4.2 Toda Theories and W^ Algebra
Let us now say ; ome words about the symmetries one gets when WZNW models are re-
duced. When the ordinary non compact WZNW is reduced to the Conformai Toda models
(CT) (25] the Sugawaxa ten.wr is modified in order to preserve the conformai symme-
try. This modification introduces tn. anomaly in the Virasoro algebra which spoils the
structures leading to the area preserving diffeomorphism algebra (4.5) and it: c-deformed
version (4.7). After reduction, the quantities w* = TJ*~* given above, will probably be
non local, and w.ill not satisfy a simple algebraic structure. It would be interesting to
explore what sort of structure the area preserving symmetry of the ordinary WZNW leads
to in the CT models after reduction.

In the case of the reduction of the two-loop WZNW model to the Conformai Affine
Toda models (CAT) [17] some of the symmetries discussed above survive. This is true
mainly because the Jc current is untouched by the reduction procedure, and so is a local
current for the CAT model. In order to preserve the conformai symmetry the Sugawara
tensor (4.9) is modified as [17]

L(x) = T2loop(x) + dt (2Jt(x) + hJD(x)) (4.14)

16



where Ji = JbTr H°) with 6 = \ E o ^ a / o 3 and h is the Coxeter number of
the underlying Bemisimple Lie algebra. Such tensor satisfies the Virasoro algebra with an
anomaly

(^)it6'"(x-y) (4.15)

An important point is that the Jc current can be used to modify further i.he tensor (4.14)
in order to cancel such anomaly. We then define

which is still conserved and satisfies

In addition

{U(x), U(y)} = 2U(x)6'(x - y) + U\x)S(x - y)

{U(x),Jc(y)} = Jc(x)6'(x-y)+hkô"(x-y)

{JC(x),Jc(y)} = 0

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

The algebra (4.17)-(4.19) gives rise to the W^ algebra like under the second bracket (3.30).
with c = 0.

Therefore the CAT model not only possesses an area preserving symmetry but also a
richer structure as discussed in [14]. Let us remark that tie CAT mcxk-l does not possess
an algebra of the type (3.5). The currents Jc and JD of the two-loop WZNVV satisfy
the algebra (3.5). However after the reduction the current JD becomes non local in the
CAT model field variables. The algebra of Jc and JD is then non local and certainly
not isomorphic to (3-5). Another point is that the algebra (3.5) does not possess highest
weight unitary representations [26]. Therefore such symmetry would jeopardize the hope
of the CAT model being unitary at the quantum level.

4.3 KP Hierarchy and One-Matrix Model
Here we establish a connection between our realization of Section 3 with the construction
of the KP hierarchy associated with the Discrete 1 inear System:

(420)

K - ^ {4-21)

proposed recently by Bonora and Xiong in [19]. In (4.20) and (4.21)

(4.22)
i = O

17



with the raising/lowering matrices I± from eq (313).
For completness we summarize the major steps taken in [19].
The compatibility condition of equations (4.20) and (4.21) gives rise to the discrete KP

hierarchy i.e.,

I ; = W; . Q) (4-23)
Taking r = 1 in (4.21) one gets (with d =

d** = ** + , WO*,, (4.24)

which can be rewritten as

*.+, = ( 3 - o o ( n ) ) * . —• * . = £»*„+, , /?, = ̂  * . . (4.25)
a — oo(n)

In this notation we can describe the action of Q on ^ as

• 3=0
oo

VaÂX,+ i..Í»-iÍ (4.26)

which allows ; writing Q in the space of •t's as a differential operator Q labeled by n

B D j.1 . . .D _i Í4.27)

Rewritting the Discrete KP hierarchy (4.23) in terms of components o.,{n) w e Set- f°r

first flow:

-—p- = ^ { n + 1) - a,+,(n) + a,{n) (ao(n) - a<,(n - i)) (4.23)

The form of this equation is such that the choice a,(n) — 0, Vi > 2 at i} — 0 will be
preserved. In addition, we denote

) = /2. . (4.29)

The flow equation (4.28) gives therefore

j ± = FU+t-R* (4.30)

^ = ^ ( S n - 5 , , . , ) (4.31)

for n É 2 . One recognizes in from (4.22) arid (4.29) the Jacobi matrix relevant for one-
matrix modela (27J. In order to co/inect with the one-dimensional Toda model we insert
Sn — —dy+ldt\ in the flow equation (4.31). This results in

(v?» - y"n-i) (4-32)
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Now (4.30) takes the form of one-dimensional Toda equation

The corresponding truncated Qn operator becomes

Q* = d + R^B^ = d + R* \

(4.33)

n , a- 5tt + RJIU

where in the last identity use was made of the flow equation (4.30) in order to express Qn

in terms of the fields taken at the same site n. We can rearrange Qn in a way whidi wc
will allow us to make a contact with our ( / , J) approach to KP hierarchy. Consider

3 K U J * ^ B s l K ' n (4J5)

adding and subtracting (-RnS*as 2R>/a) ' ° ^e right hand side of the last identity we
arrive after some algebra at

i = BnR^ (4.3C)

Hence the Qn operator can be written as

Qn^d + BnRn^d+-^—Rn (4.37;

in which we recognize the Lax operator introduced in (3.15^ when we identify Sn = J and

Another method to express Qn by variables from the same n-sector would be to u.se
(4.30) to write Qn = d + {Rn-i +5^_j)Bn_i. Here we make the identification 5n_, = -J
and Rn-i = J. We obtain in this way the Lax operator D + (J — J')(D + J)~l with
coefficients of the form ( —l)n(J — J')Pn(J). In fact the change J —> J - J' preserves
the algebra (3.5). Also the form of (3.30) is preserved under this transformation provided
c = -2A (but with h -» ~h).

Hence with fields i?* and St in Qn appearing in the same n or n - 1 sector we obtain
the Lax representation for KP hiearchy identical to the systems associated with the first
row or first column of our matrix (3.11).

A Faá di Bruno Polynomials. Definitions and Identi-
ties

Iii 1855 Faá di Bruno considered the following problem [15j. Let variables x and y be
related through a smooth function 4>: x = 4>(y). Let / be another smooth function of
x. Find closed expression for the n-th derivative of / -«-.uii respect to y or in another
words find how does # " / behave ander change of variables t ~* y. Tin. formula which
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Faá di Bruno found to provide an answer to the above problem involves a nice piece of
combinatorics and is given in terms of Bell polynomials Bnj by:

^ ) (Al)

where 4^ = 3V and summation is over integers M,» j , . . . , ij > 0 satisfying

«i + 2i3 + 3»3 + . -. + lit - n

where clearly lmmx = n — k + 1.
In order to make connection to definition of Faá di Bruno polynomials used in this

paper let us take the special function f(x) — exp(x) and multiply both sides of (A.I) by
j ~ x with the result

J (A.3)

whert B^(J) = Bn>k(J, J', J",...), As a corollary of (A.3) we ran find a generating
function for Faá di Brunc polynomials. Consider namely:

= exp ( f ^J(k-A (A.4)

On thr other hand applying Taylor expansion to e*ix+<) we arrive at an expression for the
generating function:

/ £ ^ ^ D l £ * (A.5)

From equation (A.5) one can easily prove an identity

k(9) ; n = 0 f l , . . . (A.6)

valid for arbitrary functions / and g. An alternative expression for Faá di Bruno polyno-
mials is: Pm(J) = (D + J)* • 1 leading to a recurrence relation dP% = P*+i - JP%- Few
lowest order polynomials are listed here for convenience:

F0 = i ; P\ = J ; P2 = J7 + J' ; P3 = J3 + 3 J J '+ r etc. (A.7)
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The exponential representation in (A.3) turns out to be useful in proving several iden-
involving F^á di Bruno polynomials. First we recall the following basic formulas:

f) (A.9)

fir = Ei-irMi)—^/) (A.io)

( A U )

where frf = f^ and D — d/dx acts to the right as & derivative operator.
We derive now a number of useful identities (moat of them axe listed in [3]). Using

(A.9) we find:

Using (A.8) we get:

P.(J) = e-'re* = Êí-iyf")*-*^-1»*^ - è(-iyf?) {D + J)-1 D1

<*o V 1 / /=o \ ' /

while using (A.IO) we get:

p.(j) = care* = £(-i)'(?W

FVom (A.9) we al^o find:

(D - jy = tire* = B-ir i(")n' (a-'e*) ,-• = è(-i)~'("W_,(.o
(A.15)

Similarly we get:

from which we get
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Finally kH us also list for completeness

= i;(?W)(fl-jr'

and

1=0 V'/

Note also from (A.11) that

i=0 f=0

and hence (D + J)*1 - c'+D^c*.

B Appendix B

Here we give a proof of the identities (3.18)-(3.21). From (3.16) we have

wS (̂x) + D^ÜU) = (-Dr D-D* (" tX) <).-*«/)í
tx« \ C /

= / + / / + / / / (B.I)

Milcing the shift k + 1 - • Jfc in / / / and adding it to / one gets

The term k — n + 1 does not contribute to the sum. Using then the identity

CVHH-Ò
one notices that, as a consequence of (3.10), the sum / + / / + / / / is equal to U
So (3.18) is proven.
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From (3.17)

Make the shift Jb + 1 -* k in / / . Combine /, without the term k = 0, with / / , without the
term k = m + 1 , and use identity (B.3). One then gets that I + II is equal to V ^ + 1 ( J ) .

So, (3.19) is proven.
The proof of (3.20) is very similar to that for (3.19). Just notice that Dy will act

directly on 6(x - y) and then D^D^x - y) = D*+Iá(i - y).
From (3.19) we have

-y)-D rvii(x)6(x-y) = v£!,+I(*)*(z-y) (B5)

Using (3.10) one has

= (-1/
4=0

Substituting this in (B.5) one gets (3.21).

C Appendix C

We row prove the relation (3.26). By applying the identity (3.10) successively one gets

w£\x) = (-1)"-" if (m 7 nW—kwi'+k\x) (c.i)

for m>n. Then ixom (3.16) one geU

i#U*) = (-ir+r+-*t J: (n ts) (n+;" *)(ôr-*-'wí+í>(z))z>; (c.2)
4x0 ixQ \ * / \ * /

Now using the identity

(JfHIM
and the fact that

; a O



one gets

where we have used (A.9) and made the shift n + J - / - » / .
From (3.17) and (C.I) we have

1 )' ( T ) (" + ~k-0

where in the last crudity we used (A.9). Now using (C.4) for the double rum in k and I
And also

Jfc-0 M>0

one gets

ví2+.(*) - ( -

Making the shift k —m —* k in the turn in k and using

Ê ( - l ) i ( m ) = « ^ (C.9)

one gets

(CIO)

where we have made the shift n + r — / - » / .
Using (C.5) and (CIO) one can easily get (3.26) from (3.24).

P Algebra for Wrt Generators

Here we will be interested in calculating brackets u.ing the generating {unctions from
(3.53). The relevant bracket is given by:

, J(y)J(y + tj)e}
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- x -- y - 9) - J{t)J(y

J{x)J(y)J{V + 9)*(x + e - y) - J(x) J(y) J(x + <)% + 9 - x)

- 2J(x) J(y)J{x + €)/(y + v) x (c(x + e - y -17) - t{x + < - y) x

The last term of (D.I) will provide the nonlinear part:

E
- y ) 0 - ^(x - y)^ - ôfí(x - y) í + e(x - y))

(D.2)
n: m!

After working with delta function on the right hand ride of (D.I) one finds

{J(x)J(x + <)t^, J(y)J(V + r,)c^} = (D.3)

(x - y - r,) + J(x)J(x + rj + 0*A"«#wf'(* + e - y)

o
- í(x - y -17)^ -J(y) J[y + q+ €)e

A*"*W + Uat term

by the last term we mean the last term of equation (D.I), which as shown in (D.2) after
coiuparing Wi-.h (3.34) U reproducing the DS ttructuie so for the time being we do not
need to worry about it.

We concentrate firet on first and fourth t enuon the r.h.s. of (D.3). Expanding in <
and T] gives for these t*o ternu:

Similarly for second and third terms on the r.h.s. of (D,3) we find

Ê E E ri^Mr*""-1 (n+! W+.—iW'ix - v) (D-s)



•-o

Adding to this the last term we finally obtain the following bracket

Wwm+._.+1(x)í(x -y) (D.6)

- l ) ' T W^—U* W ( * - v)
\ • /

JZJr-^^W^x^íx - y)

where we copied the results for the last term from previous calculations. The first
terms reproduce nil,i(W(x)).
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